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man may be that of utter and extreme wretchedness.

It is therefore a competent question, what those

special affections are, which most consist with the

general happiness of the mind; and this, notwith..

standing that they all possess one circumstance in

common-the unavoidable pleasure appendant to

the gratification of each of them.*

8. This explanation will help us to understand

wherein it is that the distinction in point of enjoy
ment, between a good and an evil affection of our

nature, properly' lies. For there is a certain species

* The following are the clear and judicious observations of Sir
James Macintosh on this subject:-

In contending, therefore, that the benevolent affections are
disinterested, no more is claimed for them than must be granted
to mere animal appetites and to malevolent passions. Each of
these principles alike seeks its own object. for the sake simply of

obtaining it. Pleasure is the result of the attainment, but no

separate part of the aim of the agent. The desire that another

person may be gratified, seeks that outward object alone, according
to the general course of human desire. Resentment is as disin
terested as gratitude or pity, but not more so. Hunger or thirst
may be as much as the purest benevolence, at variance with self.
love. A regard to our own general happiness is not a vice, but
in itself an excellent quality. It were well if it prevailed more

generally over craving and short-sighted appetites. The weakness
of the social affections, and the strength of the private desires,

properly constitute selfishness; a vice utterly at variance with the

happiness of him who harbours it, and as such, condemned by
self-love. There are as few who attain the greatest satisfaction to
themselves, as who do the greatest good to others. It is absurd
to say with some, that the pleasure of benevolence is selfish,
because it is felt by self. Understanding and reasoning are acts
of self, for no man can think by proxy; but no man ever called
them sefish, why? Evidently because they do not regard self.

Precisely the same reason applies to benevolence. Such an argu
ment. is a gross confusion of self, as it is a sulJect of feeling or

thought, with self considered as the object of either. It is no more

just to refer the private appetites to self-love because they
commonly promote happiness, than it would be to refer them
to self-hatred, in those frequent cases where their gmtification
obstructs it."
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